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 LETTER BOOKS: KATERINA AND JAYCE IDENTIFY LETTERS AND LETTER SOUNDS   

Dear Families, Kindergarten has been 

h-APPLE-y exploring apples this week.  

We read apple themed books, discussed 

Johnny Appleseed, and even made 

applesauce!  Ask your child about their 

favorite part of apple week. 

 

Literacy:  Our friends in kindergarten 

read stories about apples and 

friendship.  These included The Recess 

Queen, The Good Egg, Johnny 

Appleseed, Seed to Apple, and Ready-

to-Read: Johnny Appleseed. We 

focused on story retell.  Students 

learned to record beginning, middle, and 

end.  We can use pictures and labels to 

show what happened in a story.  

Students learned short vowel sounds 

for Ii and Uu.  For Uu, we say “u, up, 

/u/” and for Ii, we say, “i, itch, /i/”.  

We created letter books for each 

letter, tracing the letter, finding it in a 

series of other letters, and coloring 

the keyword picture.  We, also, 

completed sound sorts for our letters, 

matched apples to their corresponding 

apple trees (by uppercase and 

lowercase letters), and created word 

webs for the initial sounds /u/ and /i/.    

Students reviewed the previously 

taught sight words.  Children wrote the 

words, read the words, and highlighted 

them as they appeared in text.  In 

reading groups, students enjoyed The 

Ii Book, The Uu Book, and Johnny 

Appleseed.  Children practiced tracking 

by placing their pointer finger under 

each word as we read.  We read each 

book multiple times to gain fluency.  

After reading, students answered 

comprehension questions.  What is 

something that begins with Ii from our 

book?  How about Uu? 

 

Writing:  Our writers have been 

examining story recall by identifying 

the beginning, middle, and end of 

stories.  We can apply this to our 

narrative writing!  First, we took a look 

at the writing diamond.  The top point 

represents the beginning of a story, 

the big fat center represents the 

middle of a story, and the bottom point 

represents the end of a story.  We 

drew pictures with labels for each part 

of a story we read.  Then, students 

made their own story diamonds.  We 

can craft our own narrative stories 

with beginning, middle, and end pieces.  

Ask your child what they wrote about 

this week! 

 

Nuts about Numbers 
Jayce and Elijah are sequencing numbers using 

these acorn cards!  Each card has three acorns 

labeled with numbers.  What number is missing in 

the sequence?  We write it in! 

Reading for Information 

Savannah and Eros are reading about Johnny 

Appleseed.  We can finds all sorts of information 

in books.  What did you learn?  Ask your child!
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Mathematics:  Students have finished their “Math in Our World” unit. We counted collections of 

objects, even apple manipulatives.  We counted objects and recognized that the last number we said 

was the amount of objects.  Students also labeled sets of numbers and discussed how we can display a 

number in several different ways.  Students sequenced numbers in their math journals.  We used the 

numbers one through ten.  Children counted the amount displayed in a picture and then placed it with a 

corresponding number.  Students also explored math centers including our connecting cubes, apple 

counters, and puzzles.  In centers, students counted apple seeds inside of an apple and then matched 

them with a corresponding basket.  In another center, students flipped over apple number cards and 

fed that number of apple to a horse.  On Friday, we made sculptures with the connecting cubes and 

counted how many we used!  Our mathematicians of kindergarten sure are busy learning! 

 

Social Studies & Science:  Our scientists enjoyed apple science throughout the week.  We 

followed a procedure to make applesauce.  Students took turns peeling apples with a apple corer 

tool.  Next, we each added a pinch of cinnamon.  Students used their five senses with our 

homemade applesauce.  How does it look? How does it sound as 

we mix it?  How does it feel when we touch it?  How does it 

smell?  And lastly, how does it taste?  Ask your student what 

they thought of our applesauce creation!  It is exciting to use 

our senses to explore!   

Creative Expression:  Kindergarteners continued to explore lines.  

We created a large mural with primary colors.  Later we cut the 

paper into pieces for a background.  The next day, we used 

rollers, stamps and brushes with white paint to create lines.  We 

can make horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines.  We also made 

swirls and zigzags.  These are hanging in the hall by our 

classroom.  We enjoyed connecting art in the classroom to art in the 

art room!  Students also used apple halves to make prints.  Did you 

know you can see a star pattern in the apple print?  It is left over from 

where the seeds are stuck in the flesh.  These will be hanging for all to 

see, as well! 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

 FRIDAY, September 30: Spirit Day – 80s Wear! 

 FRIDAY, September 30: Field Trip with First Grade and Pre-K to the Scotland Public Library 

 If you haven’t brought in a family picture yet, we would still love to have one to hang in our 

classroom.  Our kindergarteners love to see their family’s faces during the day.  We, also, love to 

share about our families with friends. 
 

Upcoming Events & Important Notes 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with any questions, concerns, or ideas!  Email me 

at jallaire@scotlandes.org. 


